
Weapon Of Mass Instruction
More on Colossal: thisiscolossal.com/2015/03/weapons-of-mass- instruction-book-tank/ Buenos
Aires, Argentina-based artist Raul Lemesoff built the Arma de Instruccion Masiva, or the
Weapon of Mass Instruction, a tank-library hybrid mobile.

Raul Lemesoff, an eccentric artist in Buenos Aires,
Argentina, has created a bizarre tank-like 'Weapon Of
Mass Instruction' (Arma de Instruccion Masiva) that he.
Get a FREE article at JohnTaylorGatto.com. John is "The World's Most Courageous. Weapons
of Mass Instruction: A 1979 Ford Falcon Converted into a Tank Armored with 900 Free
Booksby Christopher Jobson on March 5, 2015. Artist Raul Lemesoff has taken to the road in
his latest creations "Arma de Instruccion Masiva" (Weapon of mass instruction) to help spread
information.

Weapon Of Mass Instruction
>>>CLICK HERE<<<

Weapons of Mass Instruction: A 1979 Ford Falcon Converted in a Tank
Armored with 900 Free Books. from Colossal plus. 00:00. 04:04. 04:04.
Like. Designed and built by Buenos Aires artist Raul Lemesoff, the
Book Tank is a 1979 Ford Falcon that has been converted into a
“weapon of mass instruction”.

In this video, which will make your day, I promise, you see Lemesoff's
"Weapon of Mass Instruction," a Ford Falcon-based "tank" that's
armored with free books. 7UP has teamed up with raul lemesoff in the
creation of 'weapons of mass instruction', a traveling library that tours
argentina in the shape of a tank. The “Weapon of Mass Instruction”
drives the streets of Argentina, giving away free books to anyone that
promises to read them. The modified 1979 Ford Falcon.

He's dubbed his creative mobile library as the
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“weapon of mass instruction.” After working
for several years on the project, Lemesoff is
now driving his completed.
Raul Lemesoff, a theatrically loopy artist from Buenos Aires, Argentina,
has created a tank-like Arma de Instruccion Masiva that he intends to
use to combat. book.The idea of a homemade tank sounds both
perplexing and potentially dangerous, yet an artist based in Argentina
has managed to build his own tank.. The car, filled to the brim with all
kinds of books, is part of an ongoing art piece called “Weapons of Mass
Instruction” (Arma de Instruccion Masiva). A Buenos Aires artist, Raul
Lemesoff, fashioned an old Ford Falcon to look like a tank. In the place
of armor and ammunition, the tank's exte.. Raul Lemesoff has been
working on his Weapons of Mass Instruction tank for years. The
Weapons of Mass Instruction tank holds up to 900 books. The artist.
Weapons of Mass Instruction: A 1979 Ford Falcon Converted in a Tank
Armored with 900 Free.

The slightly eccentric artist turned the Ford Falcon into a tank-like
automobile and has dubbed.

Raul Lemesoff altered a 1979 Ford Falcon, forming it into a rough-and-
tough, rumbling “weapon of mass instruction” — a mobile library. The
tank is equipped.

Free Books Library in a Tank. 6 of 9. free-book-tank-library-weapon-of-
mass-instruction-

'Weapons of Mass Instruction': See the Tank Loaded With Books, Not
Bullets. Buenos Aires artist Raul Lemesoff shows what can happen
when you help people.



This Awesome Free Book Tank Is A Weapon Of Mass Instruction the
ultimate weapon to battle ignorance and spread knowledge: a travelling
book tank! Raul Lemesoff created this ''Weapon of Mass Instruction''
and he drives through his hometown of Buenos Aires in Argentina
handing out books. Unless you count books as weapons. Artist Raul
Lemesoff does. Weapons of 'mass instruction'. Lemesoff has converted a
1979 Ford Falcon into a bizarre. 

The Weapon of Mass Instruction holds close to 1,000 books. (Photo
courtesy 7UP). Another satisfied customer. (Photo courtesy 7UP).
Categories: Libraries. Raul Lemesoff has built a 'Weapon of Mass
Instruction.' His mobile sculpture ('Arma De Instruccion Masiva' in
Spanish) looks a lot like a military tank as it's. Raul Lemesoff created the
Weapons Of Mass Instruction, a traveling library shaped like a tank,
offering free books to all. Information warfare, literally.
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This library, the 'Weapon of Mass Instruction', drives around the streets of Buenos Aires
distributing free books: pic.twitter.com/WXKsQBHSve · Embedded image.
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